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Abstract. Many cosmological scenarios envisage either a bounce of the universe
at early times, or collapse of matter locally to form a black hole which re - expands
into a new expanding universe region. Energy conditions preclude this happening for
ordinarymatter in general relativistic universes, but scalar or dilatonic fields can violate
some of these conditions, and so could possibly provide bounce behaviour. In this
paper we show that such bounces cannot occur in Kantowski - Sachs models without
violating the reality condition φ˙2 ≥ 0. This also holds true for other isotropic spatially
homogenous Bianchi models, with the exception of closed Friedmann -Robertson -
Walker and Bianchi IX models; bounce behaviour violates the weak energy condition
ρ ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0. We turn to the Randall-Sundrum type braneworld scenario for a
possible resolution of this problem.
1. Introduction
Already in the 1930’s, Tolman [1] proposed that closed (k = +1) Friedmann -Robertson -
Walker (FRW) universe models might re - expand after collapsing towards a high density
state in the future; it was already known then that this was not possible for k = 0 and
k = −1 models. This idea of a “phoenix universe” has remained popular (see Dicke and
Peebles [2] for a discussion), and has re - appeared recently in new forms, for example
specifically in Smolin’s idea of collapse to a black hole state resulting in re - expansion
into a new expanding universe region [3] and more recently Easson and Brandenberger
[4] have discussed the general features all such scenarios have in common. Thus it is
interesting to investigate under what conditions such a bounce might take place within
the context of General Relativity and other theories of gravity (see for example [5]).
Essentially because of the Raychaudhuri equation [6, 7, 8], such bounces are not
possible in FRW models if the active gravitational mass is positive: that is, if ρ+3p > 0.
On the other hand quantum fields and indeed classical scalar fields can violate this
condition [9]. Hence such fields can in principle allow bounce behaviour in FRW models.
However there are still other conditions that must be satisfied by such fields, for example
the reality condition (RC) φ˙2 ≥ 0 which is equivalent to requiring that the inertial mass
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density ρ + p ≥ 0 (if this is not true, very anomalous physical behaviour can occur).
Thus it is interesting to see when bounces can occur without violating such conditions.
It is not only FRW models that are of interest. The geometry of the universe at a
bounce might be very different than the completely isotropic and spatially homogeneous
FRW spacetimes; indeed because some spatially homogeneous modes are unstable [10],
some more general geometry might be expected. Thus it is interesting to examine
also what happens in models such as Bianchi models which are anisotropic and
spatially homogeneous, in order to start exploring the full phase - space of possibilities.
Additionally, in the scenario of black hole collapse and subsequent re - expansion, we
might expect the geometry at the bounce to be that of a Kantowski - Sachs k = +1
model [11, 12], because this model has the same symmetries as the spatially homogeneous
interior region of the extended (vacuum) Kruskal solution that represents the late stage
of evolution of an isotropic black hole when the matter can be neglected. We may indeed
expect that at late stages of collapse such a vacuum approximation will be valid, because
in many Bianchi universes anisotropy dynamically dominates over matter at early and
late times [10].
For these reasons we are interested in the bounce behaviour not only of FRW
models but also of Bianchi and Kantowski - Sachs universes. In this paper, we prove a
number of relevant results. Specifically, bounce behaviour in LRS Bianchi types I (BI)
and III (BIII) or Kantowski - Sachs (KS) models with scalar fields violate the reality
condition φ˙2 = ρ + p ≥ 0 (we assume that the energy flux and anisotropic pressure
vanish: piµν = 0 = qµ which follows for fields observed relative to the normal congruence
of curves). For scalar field models with arbitrary self - interaction we prove a no - bounce
theorem to this effect, viz. bounce behaviour in LRS BI, BIII or KS models violates the
reality condition ‡.
We then present additional results that restrict bounce behaviour in other spatially
homogeneous models to closed FRW and Bianchi type IX. Open FRW and all (un-tilted)
spatially homogeneous models all violate the weak energy condition (WEC) ρ ≥ 0 and
ρ + p ≥ 0 at the time of a bounce. The strong energy condition (SEC) is violated in
all such models, including flat FRW models. The RC and the null energy condition are
violated in all spatially homogeneous models with the exception of Bianchi type IX and
closed FRW models.
Finally we turn our attention to the braneworld scenario of Randall and Sundrum
[13]. For a Kantowski-Sachs, BI or BIII metric confined to a single three-brane embedded
in a five-dimensional bulk, a non - local anisotropic pressure and negative non - local
energy density (e.g. dark radiation) projected from the bulk onto the brane via the bulk
Weyl tensor modifies the Einstein field equations sufficiently for bounce behaviour to be
consistent with the RC.
We should also mention efforts to solve the standard cosmological puzzles such
as the flatness, homogeneity and monopole problems via ekpyrotic models [14] in the
‡ It has been known for some time that flat and open FRW scalar field models do not admit bounce
solutions [16].
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braneworld context as potential alternatives to inflation despite being plagued with their
own difficulties. In particular there has been considerable discussion in the literature on
the evolution of cosmological perturbations through a bounce in the ekpyrotic scenario
(see [15] for a representative sample). This issue although extremely interesting, does
not directly related to main the aims of this paper.
2. The Key Equations
In this section we set up the equations needed to investigate whether or not the dynamics
of LRS BI, BIII and KS models admit bounce behaviour in the presence of a classical
minimally coupled scalar field φ with a self - interaction potential V (φ). The metric
tensor for these models can be written in the following form:
ds2 = −dt2 +X(t)2dr2 + Y (t)2(dθ2 + S2(θ)dφ2) , (1)
where
S(θ) =

sin θ for k = +1 ,
θ for k = 0 ,
sinh θ for k = −1 ,
(2)
X(t) and Y (t) are the expansion scale factors and we have chosen standard units where
8piG = c = 1.
Relative to a normal congruence of curves with tangent vector uµ, the energy -
momentum tensor Tµν for a scalar field takes the form of a perfect fluid (See [10] page
17 for details):
Tµν = ρuµuν + phµν , (3)
with
ρ = 1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ) (4)
and
p = 1
2
φ˙2 − V (φ) . (5)
It is easy to show that for the above metric and choice of uµ, the Einstein field
equations can be written in terms of propagation equations for the usual expansion Θ,
shear σ2 = 1
2
σµνσµν and 3 - curvature
(3)R scalars:
Θ˙ + 1
3
Θ2 + 2σ2 + φ˙2 − V (φ) = 0 , (6)
σ˙ +Θσ − 1
2
√
3
(3)R = 0 , (7)
(3)R˙ + 2
3
Θ(3)R− 2√
3
(3)Rσ = 0 , (8)
and the Gauss - Codazzi constraint
(3)R = φ˙2 + 2V (φ) + 2σ2 − 2
3
Θ2 , (9)
where
Θ =
X˙
X
+
2Y˙
Y
, σ =
1√
3
(
X˙
X
− Y˙
Y
)
, (3)R =
2k
Y 2
, (10)
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and k is a constant taking the values k = 0,−1,+1 for BI, BIII and KS models
respectively. The above set of equations together with the Klein -Gordon equation
φ¨+Θφ˙+
∂V
∂φ
= 0 (11)
give a complete description of the dynamics of these universe models and solutions may
be obtained once V (φ) has been specified. The expansion may also be expressed in
terms of a volume scale factor a(t), viz. Θ = 3a˙
a
.
It is worth mentioning that there is an alternate route to finding solutions by
noticing that equations (6) and (9) can be combined to give expressions for the potential
and momentum density of the scalar field:
V (φ) = 1
3
(Θ˙ + Θ2 + (3)R) , (12)
φ˙2 = − 2
3
Θ˙− 2σ2 + 1
3
(3)R , (13)
so that in principle V (φ) can be determined by first specifying the scale factor
dependence X(t) and Y (t) and then running the field equations backwards to determine
the potential. This method has been used to generate exact FRW inflationary solutions
[16].
The aim here is not to attempt to find exact solutions but examine whether it is
possible to find solutions that exhibit bounce behaviour subject to the RC: φ˙2 ≥ 0.
Hence we need a precise definition of what a bounce is, together with a careful
examination of equation (13). This is discussed in the next section.
3. The No - bounce theorem in BI, BIII and KS models
3.1. Definition of a Bounce
Defining the expansion parameters
x = X˙/X , y = Y˙ /Y , (14)
a bounce in X occurs at time t = t0 iff x(t0) = 0 and x˙(t0) > 0 while a bounce in Y
occurs at time t = t1 iff y(t1) = 0 and y˙(t1) > 0. It is clear that although it may be
possible to have a bounce in one of the scale factors but not the other, this does not lead
to a new expanding universe region. We therefore require that a bounce occurs both in
X and Y scale - factors, even though they may in general occur at different times.
3.2. The reality condition at a bounce
Let us now determine whether the RC for the scalar field is satisfied at a bounce. In
order to do this we need to write equation (13) in terms of x and y and their derivatives.
This is most easily done by first substituting for the spatial curvature (3)R using equation
(7):
φ˙2 = −2
3
Θ˙− 2σ2 + 2√
3
σ˙ + 2√
3
Θσ . (15)
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Now using
σ = 1√
3
(x− y) , Θ = x+ 2y , (16)
we obtain
φ˙2 = −2(y˙ + y2 − xy) . (17)
We can now state and prove the main result of this section §.
Theorem: Bounce behaviour in LRS Bianchi type I, III and Kantowski - Sachs models
dominated by a minimally coupled scalar field is not permitted unless the RC φ˙2 ≥ 0 is
violated.
Proof: The proof follows immediately from equation (17) when evaluated for a bounce
in the Y direction at time t = t1. In this case y(t1) = 0 and y˙(t1) > 0 so (17) simplifies
to give φ˙(t1)
2 = −2y˙(t1) < 0, so that even if a bounce occurs in the X direction it is
only possible in the Y direction if the RC is violated.
4. No bounce behaviour in other Bianchi models
We now examine the extent to which energy conditions preclude bounce behaviour in
isotropic, spatially homogeneous Bianchi models of class A and B. We refer the reader
to Wainwright and Ellis [10] for an interesting review and classification of Bianchi type
universes. Wald’s no-hair theorem for global anisotropy can be found in [18].
Not all Bianchi type models isotropize at large times. Specifically, those types which
do not admit FRW solutions become highly anisotropic [19]. Models that do admit
FRW solutions; Bianchi I and V II0 admits k=0 solutions, Bianchi V and V IIh admits
k = −1 solutions, and Bianchi IX admits k = +1 solutions. Type V IIh will in general
not approach isotropy, while the type IX models will recollapse after a finite time.
From the outset it is clear that bounce behaviour in the volume scale factor
a(t) violates the SEC. This can be seen from the Raychaudhuri equation for spatially
homogeneous cosmologies
Θ˙ + 1
3
Θ2 + 2σ2 = −1
2
(ρ+ 3p) , (18)
which simplifies to
− 1
2
(ρ+ 3p) = Θ˙(t0) + 2σ
2(t0) > 0 , (19)
since Θ = 0 at the bounce in the volume scale factor, and positivity results from σ2
being non-negative, together with the requirement that Θ˙ > 0 at the bounce. Hence
ρ+ 3p < 0, violating the SEC at the bounce.
§ It has been brought to our attention that Toporensky and Ustiansky [17] has given an almost identical
proof in the appendix to their paper. However, much more clarity has been achieved by using the
covariant equations (6-9) to derive this result.
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In addition to this, bounce behaviour in spatially homogeneous models with
negative spatial curvature (3)R violates the WEC ρ ≥ 0 and ρ + p ≥ 0. To show
this we use the Friedmann constraint for spatially homogeneous cosmologies ‖
ρ+ σ2 = 1
3
Θ2 + 1
2
(3)R , (20)
which simplifies to ρ + σ2 = 1
2
(3)R < 0 at the bounce, implying that ρ < 0, since σ2 is
non-negative. This violates the WEC in class A types II, V I0, V II0 (except for a very
special case) and VIII. Bounce behaviour can be obtained in type IX models, which
can have positive curvature. In class B, the spatial curvature is negative for all models,
hence the WEC is violated in all class B models.
Finally, spatially homogeneous cosmologies satisfy the RC provided that
φ˙2 = 1
3
(3)R− 2
3
Θ˙− 2σ2 ≥ 0 . (21)
This constraint (c.f equation 13) is obtained by subtracting equations (18) and (20),
and then rearranging terms. Bounce behaviour implies that 2
3
Θ˙ + 2σ2 > 0, since the
shear σ2 is non-negative. Hence we can write condition (21) in a somewhat weaker
from, viz. Models satisfying the RC necessarily have (3)R > 0. Therefore, spatially
homogeneous cosmologies with (3)R ≤ 0 violate the RC. This does not mean models
with positive spatial curvature necessarily satisfy the RC, since they have to meet the
stronger condition (21), in cases where the shear is non-vanishing at the time of the
bounce. However, for isotropic models, it is necessary and sufficient that the spatial
curvature is positive.
Bianchi class A types II, V I0 and VIII all have negative spatial curvature, and for
type I it is zero. Type V II0 is negative or zero. Hence all these cases violate the RC, by
virtue of the above argument. Type IX violates the RC for cases in which the spatial
curvature is negative or zero.
In class B, since types IV, V, V Ih and V IIh have negative spatial curvature. Bianchi
III is the special case of h = −1 in Bianchi V Ih, and the exceptional case Bianchi V I∗−1/9
has h = −1/9. They all violate the RC.
5. Bounce behaviour on a Kantowski-Sachs brane
Recent ideas in string and M -theory [20, 21, 22] have led to the notion that gravity
could be a higher dimensional theory, that becomes 4-dimensional at low energies. In
the Randall-Sundrum scenario [13] gravity can be localised on a 3-brane while a fifth
dimension may remain non-compact. Observers are bound to a brane, which may have
a more general metric than the induced Minkowski metric that Randall and Sundrum
[13] assumed. A covariant geometric approach was first given by Shiromizu, Maeda and
Sasaki [21] and also by Maartens [23]. We shall assume that a scalar field φ is bound to
the brane, and that and higher-dimensional modifications of the standard Einstein field
equations are imprinted via (i) local quadratic energy-momentum corrections that arise
‖ See Wainwright and Ellis [10].
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from the extrinsic curvature, and (ii) non - local effects from the free gravitational field
in the bulk, transmitted via a projection of the bulk Weyl tensor onto the brane [23].
In five dimensions, the field equations [13, 23] are Einstein’s equations, with a
(negative) bulk cosmological constant Λ˜ and the brane energy -momentum providing
the source:
G˜AB = κ˜
2
[
−Λ˜g˜AB + δ(χ) {−λgAB + TAB}
]
. (22)
The tildes denote the bulk (5 - dimensional) generalisation of standard general relativity
quantities, and κ˜2 = 8pi/M˜3p , where M˜p is the fundamental 5 - dimensional Planck mass,
which is typically much less than the effective Planck mass on the brane,Mp = 1.2×1019
GeV. The brane is given by χ = 0, so that a natural choice of coordinates is xA = (xµ, χ),
where xµ = (t, xi) are spacetime coordinates on the brane. The brane tension is λ, and
gAB = g˜AB−nAnB is the induced metric on the brane, with nA the spacelike unit normal
to the brane. Matter fields confined to the brane make up the brane energy -momentum
tensor TAB (with TABn
B = 0).
The modification to the standard Einstein equations [23], with the new terms
carrying bulk effects onto the brane are ¶
Gµν = −Λgµν + Tµν + κ˜4Sµν − Eµν . (23)
If λ = 6
κ˜4
, then the energy scales are related as follow:
Λ =
1
2
κ˜2
(
Λ˜ +
1
6
κ˜2λ2
)
. (24)
The tensor Sµν represents local quadratic energy -momentum corrections of the matter
fields, and the Eµν is the projected bulk Weyl tensor transmitting non - local gravitational
degrees of freedom from the bulk to the brane. All the bulk corrections may be
consolidated into effective total energy density ρtot, pressure ptot, anisotropic stress pitotµν
and energy flux qtotµ . The modified Einstein equations take the standard Einstein form
with a redefined energy -momentum tensor:
Gµν = −Λgµν + T totµν , (25)
where
T totµν = Tµν + κ˜
4Sµν − Eµν . (26)
5.1. Matter description on the Kantowski-Sachs brane
A homogeneous scalar field φ(t) on the brane has an energy -momentum tensor given
by equations (3)-(5), and in the absence of local anisotropic pressure and energy flux
piµν = 0 = qµ, effective total energy -momentum tensor has
ρtot = ρ+
ρ2
2λ
+ ρ∗ , (27)
ptot = p+ ρ(p+
ρ
2λ
) + 1
3
ρ∗ (28)
¶ Note that we set κ2 = 8piG = c = 1
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with a non - local energy density ρ∗ = −Eµνuµuν . A thorough analysis of the dynamics
of FRW, Bianchi I and V models obeying a barotropic equation of state on the brane
was done by Campos and Sopuerta [24] and for a scalar field by Goheer and Dunsby [25].
A Kantowski-Sachs brane is characterised by vanishing acceleration, vorticity and non -
local energy flux (similar to that for a Bianchi I brane, but with positive 3-curvature;
see for instance [23, 26]):
Aµ = ωµ = qµ∗ = 0 , (29)
hence the total energy flux vanishes
qµtot = 0 . (30)
However, the anisotropic stress does not necessarily vanish:
pitotµν = pi
∗
µν .
Here pi∗µν = −(h αµ h βν − 13h αβhµν)Eαβ. There is no evolution equation for pi∗µν on the
brane, since the non - local anisotropic stress carry bulk degrees of freedom that cannot
be determined by brane observers. In general, the projection of the five-dimensional
field equations onto the brane, together with the Z2 symmetry, does not lead to a closed
system. The standard conservation equation of general relativity holds on the brane,
together with a simplified propagation equation for the non - local energy density ρ∗
[23, 26]:
ρ˙+Θ(ρ+ p) = 0 , (31)
ρ˙∗ + 43Θρ∗ + σµνpi
µν
∗ = 0 , (32)
where Θ is the expansion parameter. Both ρ∗ and pi∗µν are homogeneous on the brane.
5.2. Gravitational Equations
The Einstein Field equations (6)-(9) of section 2 are modified:
Θ˙ + 1
3
Θ2 + 2σ2 + 1
2
(ρ+ 3p) = Λ− 1
2
(2ρ+ 3p) ρ
λ
− ρ∗ , (33)
σ˙ +Θσ − 1
2
√
3
(3)R = 1
2
σµνpi
µν
∗
σ
, (34)
(3)R˙ + 2
3
Θ(3)R− 2√
3
(3)Rσ = 0 , (35)
2
3
Θ2 + (3)R− 2σ2 = 2Λ + 2ρ
(
1 + ρ
2λ
)
+ 2ρ∗ . (36)
The effects of embedding the free gravitational field in the five - dimensional bulk are
represented by the correction terms to the energy -momentum tensor Tµν , as expressed
in equations (33), (34) and (36).
5.3. Feasible Bounce Behaviour
If we subtract equation (36) from 2 × equation (33):
(1 + ρ
λ
)(ρ+ p) = 1
3
(3)R− 2
3
Θ˙− 2σ2 − 4
3
ρ∗ (37)
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and then substitute (3)R using equation (34), together with new variables x and y given
by equations (16), we obtain
(1 + ρ
λ
)(ρ+ p) = −2(y˙ + y2 − xy)− 4
3
ρ∗ − 1√3
σµνpi
µν
∗
σ
. (38)
The quantity 1√
3
σµνpi
µν
∗ /σ is generally non-zero. We then assume the induced metric for
the brane is given by equations (1) and (2), which apply to Kantowski-Sachs, Bianchi
I or III models. (The bulk metric for a Kantowski-Sachs or Bianchi braneworld is not
known [26]). It is evident that a bounce in Y (see the definition in Section (3.1)) becomes
feasible by virtue of (i) the anisotropic pressure contracted with shear term, or (ii) in
the absence of this contraction +, provided the energy density is sufficiently negative.
In order to examine what the conditions or a bounce to occur in X , we first
substitute for (3)R in equation (34) and then using (16) to replace the expansion and
shear in terms of x and y, we obtain
x˙ = −(x+ 2y)x+ 1
2
(ρ− p− ρp
λ
) + Λ + 1
3
ρ∗ + 1√3
σµνpi
µν
∗
σ
, (39)
which when evaluated at a bounce leads to the condition
1
2
(ρ− p− ρp
λ
) + Λ + 1
3
ρ∗ + 1√3
σµνpi
µν
∗
σ
> 0 . (40)
5.4. Illustration
In the case of a pure cosmological constant Λ > 0 with σµνpi
µν
∗ = 0
∗, the reality condition
is marginally satisfied, since, in this case equation (38) becomes
y˙ + y2 − xy = −2
3
ρ∗ . (41)
If a bounce in scale factor Y occurs at y = 0, y˙ > 0, then equation (41) implies that
ρ∗ < 0.
Equation (40) gives
x˙+ x2 + 2xy = Λ + 1
3
ρ∗ (42)
and since a bounce in X occurs at x = 0, x˙ > 0, we have
− Λ < 1
3
ρ∗ < 0 . (43)
This corresponds with the result of Santos et al [26], where it is shown that Bianchi
branes are stable in this regime, but unstable if ρ∗ < −3Λ. However, a bouncing
Kantowski Sachs brane requires a stronger constraint. This is seen by casting equation
(36) as
1
2
(3)R = −(2x+ y)y + Λ + ρ∗ . (44)
Hence a bounce in Y also means that 1
2
(3)R = Λ + ρ∗, and since the 3-curvature is
positive, ρ∗ > −Λ. The KS brane bounce therefore constrains the non - local energy
density to satisfy
− Λ < ρ∗ < 0 . (45)
+ In that case the non - local energy propagates as dark radiation ρ∗ = ρ∗0(a/a0)
−4 < 0.
∗ In situations where pi∗
µν
σµν 6= 0, the conditions for a bounce in both X and Y may not be
simultaneously satisfied, however a bounce in the volume expansion (Θ˙ > 0) is still possible provided
ρ∗ < 0.
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5.5. Phase Portrait
In the Friedmann equation (36), we define the non-negative quantity
D2 = 1
9
Θ2 + 1
6
(3)R − 1
3
ρ∗ = 13σ
2 + 1
3
Λ (46)
and use this to define the dynamical variables:
Q2 =
Θ2
9D2
, Σ2 =
σ2
3D2
, τ = Dt . (47)
Clearly Q,Σ ∈ [−1, 1]. There are three non-negative density parameters
Ωρ∗ := −
ρ∗
3D2
, ΩΛ =:
Λ
3D2
, Ωk =
(3)R
6D2
(48)
with the property that Ωρ∗ ,ΩΛ,Ωk ∈ [0, 1]. The Friedmann constraint (46) separates
into two equations
Σ2 + ΩΛ = 1, Q
2 + Ωu + Ωk = 1 , (49)
hence the state space is compact. If we use the deceleration parameter
q := − 3
Θ2
(Θ˙ +
1
3
Θ2) (50)
then the Raychaudhuri equation (33) becomes
qQ2 = 2Σ2 − Ωu − ΩΛ . (51)
The non - local energy density equation (32), the shear and curvature evolution equations
(34) and (35), together with (49) and (50) yield a closed system of ode’s
D′ = (Ωk − 3QΣ)ΣD (52)
Q′ = − (1 + q)Q2 − (Ωk − 3QΣ)ΣQ (53)
Σ′ = (1− Σ2)(Ωk − 3QΣ) (54)
Ω′ρ∗ = − 2 [2Q+ (Ωk − 3QΣ)Σ] Ωρ∗ (55)
Ω′Λ = − 2(1− Σ2)(Ωk − 3QΣ)Σ (56)
Ω′k = − 2 [Q− Σ + (Ωk − 3QΣ)Σ] Ωk , (57)
where is prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. τ .
Since D does not appear in equations (53)-(57) we shall omit equation (52) from
the rest of the discussion. The state space is now 5-dimensional. After replacing q, Ωk
and ΩΛ from equations (49) and (51), the state space is reduced to three dimensions
(Q,Σ,Ωρ∗).
Q′ = (1−Q2)(1−QΣ− 3Σ2) + (1 +QΣ)Ωρ∗ (58)
Σ′ = (1− Σ2)(1−Q2 − 3QΣ− Ωρ∗) (59)
Ω′ρ∗ = − 2
[
2Q+ (1−Q2 − 3QΣ− Ωρ∗)Σ)
]
Ωρ∗ . (60)
The boundaries Q = ±1 represent BI models with a cosmological constant, while the
boundaries Σ = ±1 correspond to (vacuum) Kasner models in the invariant submanifold
R = {(Q,Σ,Ωρ∗) : |Q| ≤ 1, |Σ| ≤ 1,Ωρ∗ = 0}
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vacuum
vacuum
BI BI
BI BI
K_+ K++
K
−−
K+−
dSdS
−
x=0
F+
F
−
Q
Σ
+
y=0
Figure 1. State space R is an invariant submanifold of M that represents general
relativity for (3)R ≥ 0. The separatrix y = Q − Σ = 0 precludes bounce behaviour in
Y from occurring.
vacuum
vacuum
dS+dS−
K
−+ K++
K+−K
−−
F
−
M+
M
−
Σ
Q
F
x=0
y=0
BI BI
BIBI
+
Figure 2. State space M no longer has a separatrix at y = Q − Σ = 0 for Ωρ∗ > 0.
A blue trajectory that passes through the plane x = Q + 2Σ = 0 exhibits bounce
behaviour in X , and a bounce in Y when it passes through the plane y = Q− Σ = 0.
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that represents general relativity. Table 1 contains a list of all critical points, their
characterisation and eigenvalues. The points K±± and K±∓ are Kasner solutions that
form the vertices of R. The critical points K++ and K+− are repellers, while K−− and
K−+ are attractors. de Sitter spacetime dS+ is an attractor and dS− (anti-de Sitter) is a
repeller located on the respective boundaries Q = 1 and Q = −1 of the submanifold R.
There are two saddle points F± located on the separatrix y = Q−Σ = 0 inside R. The
saddle points F± have {(3)R = 2Λ, Θ =
√
3σ = ±√Λ, ρ∗ = 0}. From Figure 1 it is clear
that no trajectory emerging from dS− inside R can to reach dS+ due to the separatrix
y = Q − Σ = 0. In Figure 2 we demonstrate how the presence of non-local density
parameter Ωρ∗ alters the picture. The saddle points M± represent static braneworld
models with {(3)R = 0, Theta = 0, σ = ±√2Λ, ρ∗ = −3Λ}. Since Ωρ∗ = 1 these
models are located inside the greater state space
M = {(Q,Σ,Ωρ∗) : |Q| ≤ 1, |Σ| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Ωρ∗ ≤ 1}
but outside R. A trajectory emerging from dS− may now exit R and cross the plane
y = Q − Σ = 0 (which is no longer a separatrix for Ωρ∗ > 0) as it evolves toward, and
eventually away from the static models M±, and enters dS+. Such a trajectory passes
through Q = 0 and close to M±, indicative of bounce behaviour in the volume scale
factor a, since Q′ remains positive.
Model Coordinates Eigenvalues
dS± (±1, 0, 0) (∓2, ∓3, ∓4)
K±± (±1, ±1, 0) (±2, ±6, ±6)
K±∓ (±1, ∓1, 0) (±2, ±2, ±6)
F± (±12 , ±12 , 0) (±32 , ∓2, ∓3)
M± (0, ±
√
2
3
, 1) (±2
√
2
3
, 2, −2)
Starting at dS− a trajectory passes through the plane y = Q− Σ = 0, with y changing
sign from negative to 0 to positive, and through the plane x = Q + 2Σ = 0 with x
changing sign from negative to 0 to positive. It terminates at the attractor dS+. Note
that the bounce definition (3.1) requires the trajectory to cut both the x- and y-planes
(the order may be reversed, depending on the path chosen), entering from the negative
side of each plane, and exiting the positive side. If it passes through (0, 0,Ωρ∗) then the
bounce in X and Y is synchronous, i.e. the shear σ and the expansion Θ both vanish
there.
6. Conclusion
We have shown that in General Relativity, LRS Bianchi type I, III and Kantowski -
Sachs scalar field models that exhibit bounce behaviour violate the reality condition for
the momentum density φ˙2 ≥ 0.
Thus Smolin’s idea of collapse to a black hole state resulting in re - expansion into
a new expanding universe region is not viable if the end - state of the universe after
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collapse into a black hole is described by a Kantowski - Sachs model, even in situations
where the matter is dominated by a scalar field.
None of the LRS Bianchi models besides closed FRW and Bianchi IX can
support bounce behaviour without significant energy violations. We also analysed this
phenomenon in the Randall-Sundrum type braneworld scenario. In this case there
are non - local effects transmitted via the bulk Weyl tensor from the gravitational
field in the bulk, onto the brane, that makes Kantowski-Sachs brane exhibit bounce
behaviour, assuming that the required non - local effects do indeed lead to a physical
higher-dimensional bulk (an issue that still remains unresolved [27]). Specifically, a
Kantowksi-Sachs brane bounce requires negative non - local energy density if σµνpi
µν
∗ = 0,
as demonstrated in section 5.
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